
Bid farewell to 
the super gap

Women often retire with 
24% less super than men*. 
You can help change that.



We’re here  
to help
When it comes to super, women are retiring with up  
to $95,696 less super than their male counterparts*.

This is because on average, women still earn between 
13% and 19% less than men, and the effects of the 
COVID-19 Early Release of super starts to impact the 
balances of Australians.

This is especially worrying, since women tend to live 
longer than men, and therefore need more money to 
finance their retirement years.

Not to mention a woman’s working life is commonly  
interrupted by parental leave and caring for loved ones. 

Your future is 
in your hands
As an industry super fund with a majority female 
membership, REI Super are here to help our members 
take responsibility for our own financial future.
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So we’re providing you with seven simple, yet effective 
ways to boost your super and achieve the retirement  
you deserve:

7 easy ways 
to take control
1. Consolidate - save paying multiple fees and 
insurance premiums by finding and combining 
your super accounts

2. Contribute more - Even small additional 
contributions to your account each month can 
make a big difference to the size of your super 
account

3. If you have a partner, chat about how they 
can help boost your balance by making a spouse 
contribution to your super.

4. Government boost - If you’re not on a high 
income, you can grow your super faster by 
getting a little boost with a Government co-
contribution. 

5. Check your investment options - Is your 
super invested right for you? Are you invested 
in a conservative option when you should be in 
growth? Try our investment Risk Profile quiz.

6. Check your insurance - It’s a good idea to 
review your insurance annually, or whenever 
you have a major life event that impacts your 
personal financial commitments.

7. Seek financial advice - As an REI Super 
member, you have access to professional 
financial advisors who can tailor advice to suit 
your needs. Call us on 1300 13 44 33.



* Stat source: https://www.womeninsuper.com.au/content/about-us/gjgii8 
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Start today
Take control of your finances and join our community 
of financially empowered women in real estate today at:

Find out more at  reisuper.com.au/super-gap

  It is so  
important  
we take 
responsibility  
for our own 
financial future.
Ingrid Filmer, CEO | Partner 
Burgess Rawson

For more information or to make an 
appointment visit reisuper.com.au/super-gap  
or call 1300 13 44 33.


